The Entertainer

The newsletter of the Bowdon Cares initiative of St Mary’s and St Luke’s
INSPIRATION for what sort of activities to include in the
Bowdon Cares Project was derived from the success of
the play, "Le Grand Return" staged at the Parish Centre
on 27th May, performed by the travelling theatre group,
Talking Stock, and arranged by Anna Kallumpran.
The play is based on the real-life "escape" from his
retirement home in Hove of Bernard Jordon to attend
the anniversary commemorations of the D-Day landings,
in which he had taken part 70 years ago. It featured
three comrades in a retirement home : Tommy (played
by Keith Royston), Edwin (Stuart Davison) and Alf (Roy
Byrom). Tommy wanted to join the remembrance service
to pay respect to his pal George who had died on that
historic occasion. He contrived to get his friends Alf and
Edwin to accompnay him. Their problem was how to
escape the eagle-eyed Matron played by Giselle Herbert.
As well as Matron, Giselle played the part of the French
customs officer, and the part of Yvette, the lady Tommy
and George had stayed with 70 years ago in Normanby.
This play was a superb gentle comedy drama about
love, remembrance, war and peace. The performance
by Keith Royston as he stood by the grave of his friend
George and recalled their time togehter was a very
moving and emotional few minutes for him and the whole
audience of some 100 people.
As part of the organising team, Liz, now managing
the Bowdon Cares Project, made a presentation to the
actors, to the producer Catherine Pasek, and flowers to
her colleague Anna for arranging it all.
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Tommy, Edwin & Alf hatch their plan

Liz makes her presentations

Giselle Herbert as Yvette

The photos of the actors are taken from the Talking Stock
web-site and this source is here acknowledged with thanks.

"HMS" St MARY LEFT PORT FOR A SUMMER CRUISE ON AUGUST 5th
This was the first
imaginary cruise
organised by Liz
and her team of
volunteers, held in
the large hall of the
Parish Centre. There
was bucks-fizz to
drink and a selection
of canapes to start, followed by a salmon lunch and fruit salad
to finish. Katharine Perera entertained the passengers before
lunch with a reading of a few poems. Then, after lunch, Anna
Kallumpran regaled us all with an intersting talk on Malaysia. It
was most enjoyable. Everybody entered into the spirit of the
occasion even
dressing the
part. The ship
padre paid a
visit hoping
nobody was
getting sea
sick. Myles
was looking
very happy in
this picture.

Looking at Eric Bryan you could almost feel the sunshine!

Thanks are
due to the late Mary Blackburn for providing the pictures here, and to everybody else who helped with the event.
In the lower right picture are, standing, the previous Vicar Roger Preece and behind him the previous Curate Myles Owen.

"HMS" St LUKE BEGAN HER MAIDEN VOYAGE ON DECEMBER 11th
From icy-cold blighty to thoughts of warmer climes.
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Ann Ford & Linda Woods welcomed the "passengers" who then took
their seats for afternoon tea prepared by Margaret Sykes and her team.

Afternoon tea comprised mulled wine and soft drinks, with a selection of sandwiches followed by homemade mince
pies and a selection of cakes, including Christmas Cake, and of course tea. All very nice. John Fenton (above) posed
questions for the Quiz. "Where did the Christmas turkey come from ?" was met by an immediate cry from someone
"Bernard Matthews!" which brought the house down. A raffle was held for some fine donated prizes.

Coffee or tea with croissants
or toasted tea-cakes awaited
those who tried the new
Coffee Cabin on its first day.
As well as refreshments,
there are newspapers and a
few magazines to browse
and to take home if you
please.
Additionally a selection of
card and board games is
available, and if this proves
appealing perhaps somekind
of compeition or league
tables may result. From little
acorns grow big trees. There
is also advice on practical
matters available.
All ages welcome.

Much gossip was exchanged

BOWDON CARES CONTACTS:
Liz Taylor Hayes 928 8563
Judith Robertson 928 5097
Linda Woods
928 6179

DIARY DATES:

15 April – HMS St Luke’s Spring Cruise, 2-4pm
2 May – Bowdon Cruise May Day

Talking Stock Production of ‘The Last Memory’ by Alan
Stockdill - Date to be confirmed -

